Scatter Correction for C-Arm CT Using Primary Modulation
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Abstract—Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) suffers from a large amount of scatter, resulting in severe scatter artifacts in the reconstructions. Recently, a novel scatter correction approach was introduced using a primary modulator, which is inserted between the X-ray source and the object. The method showed promising results, but was tested on a table-top X-ray system only. In our work, this method is transferred to a clinical C-arm CBCT. Extensions are added to compensate for scanner motion and tube current modulation. We show that scatter correction using primary modulation is possible on a clinical CBCT: scatter artifacts in the reconstructions were able to be removed with the newly extended method. Compared to a slit scan, our approach showed superior results with an improvement of the contrast-to-noise ratio.

Index Terms—C-Arm CBCT, Primary Modulator, Reconstruction, Scatter Correction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scattered radiation is a major problem in CBCT, resulting from the large irradiated volume and the large area covered by the detector of current systems. The amount of scatter measured on the detector often exceeds the measured primary radiation, causing a high scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR) [1]. This has a severe impact on the reconstructions’ image quality, where the scatter induces cupping and shadow artifacts as well as contrast loss [2].

Therefore, scatter correction methods are essential in order to remove these artifacts. Existing methods can be divided into hardware-based scatter rejection methods and software-based scatter correction methods [2]. Approaches among the first category are the antiscatter grid (ASG) [3], air gaps [4] and collimation. They are similar in that they are not manipulated to reduce measured scatter. Software-based techniques are either based on measurements [5], statistics or deterministic [6]. Hardware and software-based approaches are often combined in order to achieve a clinically satisfying image quality.

Another scatter correction method uses a primary modulator, which is inserted between the X-ray source and the object. The modulator consists of semitransparent blocks alternating with transparent ones. This pattern modulates the primary radiation and leaves the scattered radiation untouched.
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which facilitates scatter estimation either in the frequency domain [7], [8] or the in the spatial domain [9]. The latter method was published recently and is called improved Primary Modulator Scatter Correction (iPMSE). The iPMSE method showed promising results, but was tested on table-top X-ray systems only, where the imaging geometry and the X-ray spectrum is constant for all projections.

In this work, the iPMSE algorithm is extended and transferred to a clinical C-arm CBCT. The imaging geometry of our experimental setup is shown in Figure 1a. The X-ray source and the detector rotate around the object with the modulator mounted on top of the source, as can be seen in Figure 1b. The wobble of the C-arm during rotation as well as the tube current modulation of the system affect the projected modulator pattern. A solution to these problems is proposed by approximating the amplitude and the position of the modulator pattern in the following, we call this extended algorithm C-arm iPMSE.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Theory

1) The iPMSE algorithm: The iPMSE algorithm requires two projection images, as can be seen in Figure 2. The first image is a projection of the primary modulator only, hereafter referred to as reference modulator pattern $M$. The second image is a projection of the object and the primary modulator $c_m$. The algorithm estimates the scatter image $c_s$ with a gradient-based optimization function [9]. From that, the scatter-corrected projection $c_p$ is obtained:

$$c_p = M^{-1} \cdot (c_m - c_s).$$  (1)

In $M^{-1}$, each element is the inverse of the value in $M$. Equation 1 shows that $M^{-1}$ must have the same amplitude.
and position as the modulator pattern in projection $c_{m}$, otherwise residual modulator patterns persist in the corrected projection image and the scatter estimate may be incorrect.

2) Motion of the Projected Modulator Pattern: In rotations over 200°, the C-arm wobbles and deforms, causing a different position of the projected modulator pattern for each angle. The low-frequent deformation between the X-ray source and the detector is due to the effect of the gravity on the rotating C-arm and results in a total shift of around 15 pixels in the projected modulator pattern. This is indicated by the arrow in the reordered modulator projection stack, shown in Figure 3. The high-frequent wobble of the C-arm causes a sub-pixel shift in the pattern in adjacent projections. This effect is visible in the zoomed-in part in Figure 3, where this motion results in jagged lines.

3) Amplitude Change in the Projected Modulator Pattern: Clinical C-arm systems have a tube current modulation system, which adjusts the exposure parameters (tube voltage, exposure time and tube current) during the acquisition [10]. The changing tube voltage results in a varying modulation amplitude due to the energy-dependent attenuation of the modulator material for different X-ray source intensities as well as in a changing amount of emitted photons, which has to be corrected for.

B. Scatter Correction Workflow: C-arm iPMSE

Figure 4 shows the workflow of the new C-arm iPMSE method. The open-source software framework CONRAD [11] is used for the processing and reconstruction of the projection images. The acquired raw images are preprocessed [12] to obtain the projections in the intensity domain, where the scatter estimation takes place.

1) Establishment of a Modulator Database: The database contains reference projections of the modulator pattern acquired at various tube voltages and angles. Each projection is averaged to reduce noise. This is accomplished by acquiring three, 3D, rotational modulator acquisitions for each tube voltage. For each of the 248 angles, the corresponding projections of the acquisition as well as their direct neighbors are averaged. We acquired projections at 70 kVp, 90 kVp, 110 kVp and 120 kVp for the database. The reference modulator pattern $M$ is then created from these projections.

2) Approximation of the Modulator Amplitude with Linear Interpolation: For each projection $c_{m}$, a reference modulator pattern is created, which has the same amplitude as the modulator in the projection $c_{m}$ itself. This is achieved through a linear interpolation of two modulator patterns in the database, which are acquired at the same angle as projection $c_{m}$ and at voltages next to projection $c_{m}$. This results in an approximation for $M$ with a similar amplitude as the modulator pattern in the projection $c_{m}$.

3) Block Matching Registration: The reference modulator pattern $M$ is aligned to the pattern in the projection $c_{m}$ in a block matching registration step. The algorithm divides the reference projection image into sub blocks of 15 pixels. For each block, a translation, which optimizes the correlation coefficient, is calculated. The sub-pixel accuracy is set to 0.1 pixels and the search radius to 1.5 pixels. All translations are sorted according to their correlation coefficient, and the median translation of the translations corresponding to the highest 10% is computed. This translation is applied to the reference modulation pattern. The difficulty in the registration is that the modulator pattern is hardly visible in projection $c_{m}$. The block matching registration shows robust results, since it uses the information from the entire projection and applies the translation with the best correlation matches. The search radius is restricted to a small area, because the initial estimate for $M$ is already close the correct position, having been created from projections acquired at the same angle.

4) iPMSE: After the amplitude approximation and the registration step, the standard iPMSE algorithm as described in [9] is applied. A part of an iPMSE-corrected projection without and with the proposed extensions is shown in Figure 5a and Figure 5b, respectively. A residual modulator pattern is clearly visible in Figure 5a and is even more apparent in the difference image shown in Figure 5c. This pattern disappears with the new extended method.

C. Postprocessing

The negative logarithm is applied to the scatter-corrected images to obtain projections in the line-integral domain, followed by a noise suppression as suggested by Zhu et al. in [1]. This is essential since noise increases in scatter-corrected projection images [7], [1]. Without a suitable noise suppression, the benefits of the scatter correction can be lost due to the high increase of the noise level. Subsequently, a truncation correction, the standard FDK reconstruction algorithm with the Shepp-Logan kernel, and a ring artifact correction are applied [6].

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

All acquisitions were conducted with the Siemens zeego C-arm system (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Forchheim, Germany). The focal spot size was set to 0.3 mm to reduce the
penumbra effect. 248 projections with a size of $1240 \times 960$ pixels were acquired during one rotation covering $200^\circ$. The material of the modulator was erbium, its thickness 0.0252 mm and the block size 0.457 mm (as in [9]). The transmission of the semitransparent blocks at 120 kVp was approximately 80% [13].

Two experiments with different objectives were performed. In both, the Electron Density Phantom (EDP) was scanned (CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA). The phantom for Experiment 1 is shown in Figure 6a. Two torso shaped objects were placed next to the EDP in order to cause a large amount of scatter and attenuation. The phantom for Experiment 2 is shown in Figure 6a. Only the inner part of the EDP was scanned with an additional water bottle and the plugs from the EDP were placed next to the phantom. Due to its elliptical shape, the tube voltage varied in between 90 and 120 kVp in contrast to the constant tube voltage of 125 kVp in Experiment 1. Further, Experiment 1 was conducted with and without an ASG whereas Experiment 2 was only with ASG.

Figure 7 shows the center slices of the corrected and non-corrected reconstructions of the aforementioned experiments. The first two rows show the results of Experiment 1 with and without the ASG. The last row shows the results of Experiment 2. The first reconstruction in each row is without a scatter correction. All scatter artifacts are present: shadow and cupping artifacts as well as contrast loss. The second column shows reconstructions of a slit scan where the z-collimator aperture, i.e. the field of view (FOV) in z-direction, was minimal in order to reduce the irradiated volume. This has been shown to reduce the amount of scatter and thus should yield better results. Regardless, the scatter artifacts persisted in these reconstructions, although the cupping artifact was slightly suppressed. The last column shows reconstructions using the newly C-arm iPmSE method. Scatter artifacts were successfully removed. A small cupping artifact was visible at the border region of the FOV, which may have also resulted from object truncation. In Figure 8c, line profiles of reconstructions from Experiment 1 and 2 are shown. In the line profiles of the non-corrected and the slit scan reconstruction, the cupping artifact is given by increasing values towards the boundary of the FOV. This artifact disappeared, however, upon using the new method. Further, we computed the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) in the reconstructions for nine region-of-interests (ROI) shown in Figure 8a and Figure 8b. Table I shows that the averaged CNR improves in the scatter-corrected reconstructions towards the scatter-distorted and the slit scan reconstructions. In regions with dense material, slight streak artifacts were introduced in the scatter-corrected reconstructions.

| Table I: Average CNR of the ROIs shown in Figure 8. |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Exp. 1 no ASG | Exp. 1 with ASG | Exp. 2           |
| No Correction | 2.39            | 2.61            | 2.32            |
| Slit Scan     | 3.24            | 2.92            | 6.51            |
| C-arm iPmSE   | 5.98            | 6.01            | 8.62            |

IV. DISCUSSION
Incorporating the iPmSE method into a clinical C-arm CT showed promising results. Our new method was able to remove most of the scatter artifacts and could substantially improve the image quality compared to a slit scan. In particular, the disappearance of the cupping and the shadow artifact improved the image quality clearly. Currently, streaking artifacts appear in...
future studies, we endeavor to acquire real clinical data to further examine the performance of our method, since a lack of a scatter estimate for reference purposes complicated any quantitative evaluation of said method. Further, the occurring streak artifacts have to be investigated in more detail.

V. CONCLUSION

The present work has proposed a novel scatter correction approach for a clinical C-arm CBCT by extending an existing method using a primary modulator. The challenges behind C-arm motion and tube current modulation were overcome with establishing a modulator database, approximating the amplitudes and a final registration step. We have shown that scatter correction using a primary modulator is possible on a C-arm system, whereby scatter artifacts were able to be removed from the reconstructions.
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